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The superyacht
industry in Malta

Alison Vassallo

Malta has recognised the value in strengthening
the superyacht sector and is reaping the rewards,
says Alison Vassallo.
Malta is doing exceptionally
well in attracting registration
of superyachts. Where does
Malta stand right now?
As at the end of September
2017, the total number of commercial yachts over 24 metres in
length registered under the
Malta flag stood at 226. Few are
aware that this renders Malta
the leading commercial yacht
flag registry worldwide in terms
of numbers. The number of private pleasure yachts over 24 metres in length up to the same
period is of 441.
This is no mean feat in terms of
how quickly we have progressed
in this very niche segment considering that only up to a few years
ago Malta was very much the new
kid on the block with regard to
superyacht registration when
compared to registries in the Cayman Islands, Marshall Islands
and the Isle of Man.
The foundation of this excellent track record is attributable
to the accessibility and the level
of service of the flag administration and service providers. Besides reputation in adherence to
international standards, the factors influencing the choice of
flag by the yacht owner are numerous – the technical requirements and accessibility of the
commercial yacht code and the
comfort offered by the local legislation to financiers being a few.
There are also other factors
which undoubtedly assist and
lead to yacht owners favouring
Malta. For example we are noting an increasing number of
owners of commercial yachts
favouring an EU flag as a direct
result of certain cruising
grounds treating non-EU flagged
yachts less favourably in the
chartering market.
Is this success limited only to
the progress made by the flag
in the superyacht industry and
if not, to what do you attribute
this success?
Although undoubtedly one of
our largest achievements, it is
misleading to attribute Malta’s

success in the superyacht world
only to the success of the flag.
The advantages Malta has to
offer to the superyacht industry
can be distinguished between
the flag, legal, corporate and tax
services on the one hand and the
logistical set-up which includes
marinas and yards and the various service providers which
cater to yachts physically calling
at Malta on the other.
While Malta was always associated with yachting even prior
to EU accession, on becoming a
member state in 2004 the legislative scenario necessarily underwent changes. While the
benefits associated with offshore
jurisdictions such as tax free
supplies necessarily came to an
end, the government recognised
that yachting had defined itself
as a niche market sector due to
the growth of the international
yachting scene on a global level.

“Malta should
work towards
establishing
itself as a centre
for training of
specialised
technical and
hospitality crew
and as a
wintering
destination”
The increase in global wealth
over the past two decades has led
to a meteoric rise in the global superyacht fleet. The 2017 edition
of the Superyacht Annual Report
states that the global fleet has
more than tripled in 25 years,
from 1,409 to 5,051 superyachts
over 30 metres in length.
This movement led to a considerable effort made by the government and the industry to

build a package of services that
attracts owners to our jurisdiction, such as corporate structures, the formulation of
guidelines of tax treatment relating to superyachts and smooth
importation procedures which
has yielded impressive results.
Some other member states
have made the mistake of choosing to take a punitive approach
towards yacht owners – however
Malta has recognised the value
in strengthening the sector. It
was therefore very much a case
of packaging the services we
have to offer – both those shared
with other sectors and also those
specifically related to yachting –
and making a concentrated effort to target them to the superyacht industry.
Furthermore, over the years
owners have become increasingly sensitive in their wish to
ensure that all aspects of the acquisition, ownership and operation of their yachts are handled
in the most correct, efficient and
transparent manner and Malta
has built a name as a stable and
tried and tested jurisdiction that
offers precisely that.
From a logistical perspective,
our geographical location renders us excellently placed to offer
services to yachts calling at our
shores. The privatisation of marinas and refit facilities over the
past years has also formed part of
the overall improvement in
building Malta’s image and render it synonymous with yachting.
This type of niche industry is
not attracted by chance and can
be unbelievably competitive. For
a jurisdiction to even start to
make an inroad into it means dialogue and understanding between the public and private
sector, hard work in promoting
Malta overseas through regular
attendance at international boat
shows and conferences and ensuring that the level of service offered to owners is top notch.
I always make it a point to highlight that without us being blessed
with the support of a number of
individuals within the public sec-

tor who have the industry at
heart, are dedicated to their jobs
and go out of their way to co-operate with us private practitioners, we would be unable to offer
the level of service that we offer.
How does this success impact our economy?
Besides the funds that are directly injected into the economy
as a result of owners accounting
for the tax aspects of owning a
superyacht in Malta and the registry fees relative to the registration of the yacht, there are a
significant number of sectors
and industries that directly or indirectly rely on or stand to benefit from the superyacht sector,
some more obvious than others.
These include refit and repair,
financing, law, insurance, marinas, architects and interior designers, carpenters, surveyors,
the chartering market, crew recruitment, agents, bunker and
provision suppliers, hotels,
restaurants, entertainment venues and taxi drivers. The challenge here is that precisely due to
this span of services, industry
statistics that come up with a
final accurate figure can be few
and far in between.
In this regard, the executive
committee within the Yachting
Services Trade Section at the
Malta Chamber of Commerce
has taken the initiative of
preparing an industry survey
that is targeted at collecting information which will allow us to
build a clearer picture of the
Maltese yachting market. This is
intended to be circulated to industry players over the coming

weeks and we are very much
looking forward to the result.
The survey will also cover matters which are being considered
significant to the industry going
forward, such as the deemed effects of Brexit on the Maltese superyacht industry and the
desirability of introducing industry standards to ensure the quality of services being meted out
by the various players.
The intention is to use this as a
platform for the conduct of further studies and the implementation of initiatives to build policies
and work together with government to strengthen our sector.
What can be done to continue to support and develop
this sector?
When you start to work in this
industry it does not take long to
learn that it is a deceivingly small
one in the sense that recommendation by word of mouth spreads
like wildfire. It is therefore crucial
to ensure that there is continued
promotion of investment in the
development of berthing and marina facilities and the maintenance of competitiveness and
standards of the services and facilities offered both from the
point of view of legal and corporate services and also as regards
those affecting yachts calling here
such as refit facilities.
Malta also has the potential of
improving on the chartering sector – the average yacht spends almost 70 per cent of her time in
European waters.
It is crucial for the government to prioritise investment in
the growth and training of

Yachts berthed at the Grand Harbour.
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human resources within the public
sector such as the flag administration,
VAT and customs departments on
which the industry so heavily relies.
Malta should work towards establishing itself as a centre for training of
specialised technical and hospitality
crew and as a wintering destination.
With regard to the latter, the introduction of direct flights to the main yachting cruising grounds such as Nice is
something that various players have
been lamenting on for years since this
would render Malta very attractive to
owners and crew.
The market is there for the taking
and Malta is well placed to lead. The
order book for scheduled delivery in
2017 lists approximately 180 projects
larger than 30 metres due in the next
12 months.
All of these yachts will be added to
the current fleet and will require the
provision of a plethora of services.
Ultimately, it all boils down to making
the decision of providing the service to
the clients you want to attract through
investment in facilities, human resources and skills and in this industry
owners are often uncompromising in
expecting excellence at all levels.
Alison Vassallo is a partner within the
marine litigation department and heads
the yachting department at Fenech &
Fenech Advocates. She chairs the Executive Committee of the Yachting Services
Trade Section within the Chamber of
Commerce, a director of Malta Marittima Agency, an executive committee
member of the Malta Maritime Law Association (MMLA) and a board member
of the yachting sub-committee formed
within the MMLA.
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Maritime careers: nurturing and training
Established since 2010 as a DNV-GL certified centre, the Mediterranean Maritime Research and Training Centre
(MMRTC) has a history of significant investment through the installation of two
full bridge marine simulators, aimed at
servicing the training requirements of
the Malta maritime pilots and foreign pilots wanting to improve their manoeuvring skills.
However, MMRTC is evolving further
through a substantial investment exceeding €2 million which includes the
construction of a maritime training institute, enhanced accreditation to offer
MQF level certificates and a more
comprehensive programme of training
and studies.
Construction of the new maritime
training institute is scheduled to start
later on this year and the new facility is
expected to open its doors early 2019.
Until then, MMRTC, a Transport Malta
recognised training facility, will embark
on a nurturing programme which will
seek to popularise the maritime careers.
It will also continue to offer its services
to seafarers and shore-based personnel
through the provision of different
courses including; STCW certifications,
ship handling training, bespoke training
such as oil spill response training, the
local commercial vessel regulation certifications and more. These courses are organised on a regular basis or on direct
request. Since 2014, the training centre

can boast of having certified well over
500 seafarers, local and foreign.
The STCW courses available at
MMRTC, include deck/navigation, security, safety management, firefighting,
medical, life and rescue boat, as well as
the popular STCW basic safety training –
an essential requirement for any seafarer
who wants to work on a commercial vessel over 24 metres of length, be it a
bunker barge, ferry, Ro-Ro or superyacht.
For all those who have their CVR boatmaster grade 1 qualification and would
like to become commercial captains,

MMRTC offers the mate/master course
that leads to the Transport Malta Authority’s commercial vessel regulation certification which entitles successful
candidates to work as mate or master on
any commercial vessel within ports, internal and territorial waters of Malta.
To learn more about maritime career
paths, or if you would like to further your
maritime career, get in touch with the
training centre via www.mmrtc.com.mt,
Facebook or info@mmrtc.com.mt.
(Content provided by Mediterranean
Maritime Research and Training Centre)

